PMIP2:
1 = FGOALS
2 = HadCM_AO
3 = MIROC
4 = HadCM_AOV
5 = CCSM3
6 = CNRM
7 = ECHAM-MPIOM
8 = IPSL

PMIP3:
9 = CCSM4
10 = CNRM
11 = FGOALS
12 = GISS
13 = MIROC
14 = MPI
15 = MRI
16 = COSMOS
17 = IPSL

Precipitation anomaly (mm/month)

Temperature anomaly (°C)

Cloud cover anomaly (%)

Sea-level pressure anomaly (Pa)

Snow cover anomaly (%)

\( R = 0.36 \)
\( R = -0.45 \)
\( R = -0.72 \)
\( R = 0.50 \)
\( R = -0.60 \)